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BIOGRAPHY 

“ Life of a drawn line” 

'' Utopia contains the most powerful and mysterious lifeblood in history. 

Utopia arises from the past to unveil the horizon. 

Only those who look towards what we do not see have the opportunity to change, sense and 

touch the world in a peculiar manner." Mb. 

 

Marc Brousse was born in South of France. Graduated from TU Delft (Netherlands), he started 

2016 his artistic path parallel to his profession as an architect. After several years abroad, 

Amsterdam, Brussels, he is currently living and working in Bordeaux, France. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The artist develops a singular style, un new language named traitillism, by reconditioning a 

technique discovered by Paul Clodel Cauchard. His artworks are realised with Ink, charcoal 

and graphite. Each artwork is drawn free handed to the naked eye. The artist gets his singular 

style according to different research concerning the history of the line, the several 

architecture treaty. His ability to generate cities with intriguing architecture juxtaposed with 

his work on curved and cylindrical perspectives permit to recondition our thinking on cities 

and our environment. 

 

By exploring symbolism principles sustained by urban matrix and nature principles at different 

scales, Marc reveals the statement that cultural and so architectural development follow the 

epigenetic concept (we are born with the aptitude for language). Epigenetic principles indicate 

that development is the outcome of underlying rules plus specific sensitivity to the 

environment. Every city is a unique « species » formulating different stratas of rythms, in the 

sense that his juxtaposition of building and spaces constitute the epigenetic program for that 

place. Epigenesis as a developmental principle that buildings do not merely echo the existing 

milieu but add something new and dynamic to the urban context.  

So urban artefacts allow us to observe the relation, the scale of man in its context, a language 

he creates, generated throught complexity and contradiction principles in architecture, 

composed with proportion issue from Nature characteristics.  
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 “Everywhere where there is interaction between a place, a time and an expenditure of 

energy, there is rhythm” (H. Lefebvre 2004, 15). The work on the line, cadenced, densified, 

interrupted, sequenced permit to explore such quote and animate retinals' persistence 

corresponding on kinetic principles. It emphasizes the idea of the city as a living organism in 

perpetual evolution. 

 

 

The artist aims to represent the intimate relation linking Nature and Architecture, toward 

epigenetic principles, to express the necessity of maintaining a dialogue with environment, 

between content and containing,  because the fundamental values of our environment such 

as architecture, the nature city are a vector of social relationship and unification, and preserve 

Harmony in the core of living being.  
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Synopsis 
 

1.1 Gazing the crossroads of civilisations 
The project must be a timeless frieze. The artworks will define a collection on the architectural strength 

of our different civilizations written or future by humankind. 

The founding principles of civilizations are done through urban cultures nourished by symbols, utopias 

to engrave identity references and generate memory of places. Thus the fundamental values of our 

environment such as architecture, the nature city are a vector of social relationship and unification. 

Since ancient times, utopian architecture has been dreamed as an assignable place (ATOPOS) 

expressing an exit from history. From Ezekiel with Babylon, from Homere and the Champs Elysees, 

from the light city of Baghdad under Abassides, or from the Utopia island of Thomas More, visions of 

cities without time could be illustrated, compiling a moral vision of the world. 

Thus, through a dialogue between the architecture of man and nature, the artworks will help to re-

question the position of man within the city as a global identity, abstract and even elusive. This position 

is equivalent to the 3 periods / attitudes that Zygmunt Bauman defines: 

• Pre-modern : utopia of the game warden, defendant of the natural balance. 

• Modern : gardener wanting to organize his space, submitting nature to an order he 

decides 

• Contemporary : utopia of the hunter who kills until his carnier is full. The flight forward 

that does not fear deregulation. 

 

This approach permit to follow the statement that cultural and so architectural development follow 

the epigenetic concept ( we are born with the aptitude for language). Epigenetic principles indicate 

that development is the outcome of underlying rules plus specific sensitivity to the environment.   

Every city is a unique « species » in the sense that his juxtaposition of building and spaces constitute 

the epigenetic programme for that place. Epigenesis as a developmental principle that buildings do 

not merely echo the existing milieu but add something new and dynamic to the urban context. 

 

The two series of artworks  follow the statement that the catalogue of forms is endless: until every 

shape has found its city, new cities will continue to be born. When the forms exhaust their variety and 

come apart, the end of cities begins.( Italo Calvino). 

 

 

1.2 Serie the Atlas of lots civilisations: 
The artworks represent interpretations of civilizations’ urbatopia from all continents from Antiquity to 
tomorrow (Carthage, Hashima, Le Corbusiers’ Plan Voisin, Massada, Prypiat, Petra ). They will decline 
analytical approaches at different scales, empirical researches , symbolisisms, writtings,  to regenerate 
urban matrix of  civilizations. A series of articulated plans including diverse perspectives and vanishing 
points to generate timeless urban artefacts, as an ultimate man-made expression of the holistic 
principles. It has to illustrate the power of man in his social needs, allowing him to tame the territory 
continuously for new urban organism. The Atlas reveals also the dualism between the material and 
immaterial wealth, or the know-how that permit great architectural feats but also its destruction. 
Each artwork integrate a second layout, realised with invisible ink. That second aspect of the artwork 
contain a poem and an historic fact that reveal the soul of the city / civilization represented. 
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1.3 Serie Fragments 
As said by Chawki Abdelamir “when time stops it becomes location”. We print fragments of territories 

in our memory when an emotion arises in the observation and the interaction with this place. 

By the juxtaposition of metric and conical perspectives, the eye wonders about the horizontal and 

vertical leaps managing the urban matrix in suspension, allowing to accentuate an illusion of depth of 

a plan view in elevation. The observer will interact with the principles of reading inversed individualities 

globally, through a setup of views between fragments of cities, utopian principles, architectural 

currents. Each fragment integrates the same inclination established on the golden ratio and signifying 

the origin of the divine proportion of architectures composed in harmony with the human body and 

formulating a direction, a common will, namely to erect an urban utopia.  

 

 

1.4 Conclusion 
The observer will interact with the principles of the theory of individualities in the entirety of 

architectural utopian principles, where the boundaries become permeable, one and the same world 

as appears. The human mind is attuned to recognising pattern within a milieu of apparent randomness. 

The exhibition explore harmony principles throught the architectural realm ; that the essence lies in 

the clash between complexity and order. Harmony incorporates dissonance but synchrony outweights 

conflicts. It will reveal the principle of harmony «  unity within multiplexity » or even « likeness 

tempered with difference » that set the rules of systems in Nature and that humankind tend to echo 

in architectural patterns since antiquity. 
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